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1 Suppose you are writing a mail client program together with several other people.
One of them has written a class called MailMessage to store email messages. Your
part of the work is to write a Folder class which provides some methods to manip-
ulate email massages.

(a) Your colleague tells you that the MailMessage class has a field called date which
is declared as protected. What does this mean (which methods can access this
field)? (5)

(b) Your colleagues want you to write the following methods for the Folder class: (10)

public static MailMessage[] sortByDate(MailMessage[] ms)

public static MailMessage[] sortByPriority(MailMessage[] ms)

public static MailMessage[] sortBySender(MailMessage[] ms)

which take an array of MailMessage objects, sort them in ascending order by
date, priority and sender, respectively, and return the sorted array. Which
information do you need before you can start writing the methods?

Question continued overleaf
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(c) Assuming that you have this information (state what you assume the answers
were), write a Java implementation of

public static MailMessage[] sortByDate(MailMessage[] ms) (10)

2 Consider the following program:

1 class WordPair {

2 private static String firstWord;

3 private static String secondWord;

4

5 WordPair(String s1, String s2){

6 firstWord = s1;

7 secondWord = s2;

8 }

9

10 public void display(){

11 System.out.print(this.firstWord);

12 System.out.print(".");

13 System.out.println(this.secondWord);

14 }

15

16 public static void main(String[] args){

17 String[] source = {"fat", "cat", "sat", "on", "a", "mat"};

18 WordPair[] destination = new WordPair[3];

19 for (int i=0; i < destination.length; i++){

20 destination[i]= new WordPair(source[2*i], source[2*i+1]);

21 destination[i].display();

22 }

23 for (int i=0; i < destination.length; i++){

24 destination[i].display();

25 }

26 }

27}

(a) What will be printed after the loop on lines 19-22 is executed? (5)

(b) What will be printed after the loop on lines 23-25 is executed? (10)

(c) What is the difference between static and instance fields? What would change
in the program behaviour if firstWord and secondWord were not static? (10)
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3 (a) Write a Java implementation of the following method: (10)

public static boolean balanced(String s)

which takes a String and returns true if all brackets (,) in s are balanced,
i.e. every opening bracket has a corresponding closing one, and vice versa. The
method should return true on (ab)(cd) and ((abcd)) and false on
(ab (cd), )ab cd( and (ab) cd). Recall that the String class has following
methods:

public char charAt(int i)

which returns the character at position i in the string, and

public int length()

which returns the length of the string.

(b) Write a Java implementation of the following method: (15)

public static boolean balanced2(String s)

which checks whether both () and {} brackets are balanced, but also rules out
improper nestings, when an opening ( is followed by a closing } , and vice versa.
For example, {(ab)}(cd) is properly nested and {(ab })(cd) is not.

4 (a) List the basic types in Java. (5)

(b) Explain the differences between variables of basic types and object (reference)
types in Java. (10)

(c) Illustrate using code examples the differences in behaviour between basic types
and object types with respect to assignment = and comparison ==. (10)

5 (a) Give a brief description of how I/O works in Java. (5)

(b) Describe different kinds of streams. Draw a class hierarchy for streams in Java
(6 classes will be enough). (10)

(c) Explain using code examples what are IOExceptions, when can they be thrown
and how they can be handled. (10)
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6 Write a Java implementation for the FlexibleArray class. The specification is as fol-
lows: FlexibleArray stores entries of type Object. Constructor FlexibleArray()
initialises a FlexibleArray of default capacity 10. It is possible to insert and re-
move entries at specified positions in the FlexibleArray. If the position where an
entry is to be inserted is greater than the current capacity of the FlexibleArray,
the capacity is increased and the entry inserted at the specified position. The class
has the following public methods:

Object get(int i) returns the entry at position i without changing the FlexibleArray.

Object remove(int i) returns the entry at position i and removes it from the
FlexibleArray replacing it with null).

int nEntries() returns the number of non-null entries in the FlexibleArray

int capacity() which returns the current capacity.

void insert(int i, Object o) which inserts o at position i. If i is greater than
the current capacity, the capacity is increased.

(25)

Several different implementations of this class resulting in slightly different behaviour
(all conforming to the specification) are possible.


